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The Functional Basis of Steady-

State Thermal Energy Use in Air-

T. A. Reddy Side HV AC Equipment ~

S Katipamula 1 A proper understanding of the functional basis of energy use in residences has been ,

. crucial in spurring energy conservation in such building stock. In commercial build- !

ings, however, such understanding is lacking, partly because there are numerous .

J. K. Kissock2 possible HV AC system types and control strategies, and partly because the detailed f

algorithms available to simulate energy use in various types of HV A C systems provide !
little insight into identifying ways of saving energy in existing buildings. The objective

D. E. Claridge of this paper is to derive closed-form steady-state functional relations for air-side

cooling and heating thermal energy use for four of the most widespread HV AC

Energy Systems Laboratory system types, namely terminal reheat and dual-duct, both under constant air volume

Texas A&M University: and under variable air volume operation. Expressions are derived for hourly energy

College Station, TX 77843 use as a function of climatic variables, building characteristics, and system param-

eters. The effects of economizer cycle and deck reset schedules are also treated. The

expressions derived could be utilized to develop functionally accurate regression

models of monitored energy use for retrofit savings determination and to ascertain

whether the HV A C system is operating properly, as well as for parameter estimation
~ from either short-term or long-term monitoring and for sensitivity analyses of how

various physical and operating parameters affect energy use.

1 Motivation

Of the 82 quads of energy consumed annually in the U.S., conditions (Ruch and Claridge, 1992; Kissock et al., 1992) can
34 quads are used in existing buildings. Commercial buildings be further rationalized with functional forms specified for

consume about 13 quads annually (EIA, 1992) and up to 50 regression which capture all of the important physical inter-

percent of this energy can be saved by proper conservation actions present in the operation and control of HV AC systems

measures, primarily from lighting retrofits and air-side retrofits (Katipamula et al., 1994).

to HV AC systems (Bevington and Rosenfeld, 1990). Air-side The engineering principles governing energy use in different

retrofits still offer a number of challenges requiring further HV AC systems are well documented in the published literature

research and development due partly to the wide variety of (ASHRAE, 1985; Knebel, 1983) but are, however, presented

HV AC system types and numerous control alternatives that in the form of algorithms. Programs such as DOE-2 (1981) or

are encountered in practice. Auditors have difficulty in ac- TRNSYS (Fiksel et al., 1994) describe the performance of

curately estimating the conservation potential in individual HV AC system components in a detailed manner and solve the

buildings (Heffington, 1993). Also, once the retrofit is com- modeling equations on a hour-by-hour basis. These programs

plete, diagnostic approaches to evaluate whether the HV AC are appropriate for HV AC system simulations for design pur-

system has been commissioned properly and tuned optimally poses, but provide little insight into overcoming the types of

still need to be refined (EIA, 1993; Reddy et al., 1994). Finally, difficulties discussed above. The objective of this paper is to
the methodology to accurately determine energy savings, even derive the functional relationships that exist between hourly

with continuous monitoring of whole-building energy use both whole-building air-side HV AC thermal energy use data (i.e.,
prior to and after the retrofit is complete (Claridge et al., 1991), heating and cooling energy use) in medium and large com-
requires further refinement. The current procedure of iden- mercial and institutional buildings and (i) climatic variables

tifying baseline statistical regression models from the prere- (outdoor temperature, humidity, solar radiation, . . . ), (ii) 4'$:;:i

trofit data of cooling and heating energy, and then using them building characteristics (heat-loss coefficient, internal loads, ~~,;

to predict energy use under postretrofit operating and climatic. . . ), (iii) system parameters (airflow rate, hot deck, and cold ~~
-. deck temperatures. . .) and (iv) generic type of HV AC sys- ~};:c-
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(1) terminal reheat constant air volume systems (TRCA V), (2) Preh oter T "

terminal reheat variable air volume systems (TRV A V), (3) dual- ( ,

r-" duct constant air volume systems (DDCA V), and (4) dual-du~t Cootini1 ,2 3

variable air volume systems (DDV A V). The approach used m coj\,

\,.-,J this paper can be adapted or extended to other types of systems
and control strategies.

7

2 Assumptions. The following assumptions are taken to apply to all four

systems unless otherwise specified: 5 Tz Tz 5

(a) Though actual commercial buildings may have a number 6

of zones, a two-zone treatment with one exterior or perimeter Fig. 1 Schematic of a terminal reheat HVAC system for a two-zone
zone and one interior or core zone is a good compromise building
between accuracy and simplification (Knebel, 1983; Katipa-
mula and Claridge, 199.3). . . (Claridgeetal., 1991)with constant zone temperature set poin ts

(b) Both zone.s have IdentI~al thermostat set pomt temper- also seem to justify this assumption (Katipamula et al., 1994).
atures a~d no. rnght set-back IS. a.ssumed. . (j) The response times of the various HV AC system com-

(c~ In!lltratIon loads are negligible or considered part of the ponents and their controls are neglected. This assumption can

ventIlatIon loads.. . be justified by the fact that these response times are much

(d) Ducts are perfectl'! I?sulated and no air lea~age occurs. shorter than an hour which is the smallest time scale both

( I e) Solar and transmission loads affect the perimeter zone assumed in this study ~s well as presumed by most studies and
on y. . 1 .

. .. .

d d b h . I . slmu atIon programs.
(f) No air stream reheatIng IS provi e y t e clrcu atIng

. fans or by the ducts.

(g) The heating and cooling coils have infinite capacity; i.e., 3 TRCA V Systems
the coils can heat or cool (and dehumidify) the airflow to the Figure 1 is a schematic of a terminal reheat system supplying

required deck control settings at all times. energy to a two-zone building. The air temperatures at the

(h) Heat gains from lights are assumed to appear as zone important state points are also indicated. State points 2 and 3 '

loads rather then being carried off directly by return air (as in are identical; such numbering is being adopted to be consistent

vented recessed lights). Also, internal loads are shared between with the dual duct systems discussed later. State points 5, 6,

both zones in proportion to their conditioned floor areas. and 7 are also identical because of assumption (d) stated above.

(i) Dynamic effects of building heat flows are neglected in Typical conditions at the cold deck exit temperature (point 2)

order to keep the equations simple without losing clarity. How are Tc= 12°C and c/lc= 90 percent (Stoecker and Jones, 1982).

' / the resulting expressions need to be modified in order to treat In some buildings, energy conservation savings are realized if

dynamic effects will, however, be discussed. Monitored data Tc is varied according to an outdoor control reset schedule
from several commercial buildings in the LoanSTAR program (Liu et al., 1994).

Nomenclature

T~ = outdoor temperature at which m in V A V sys-
tems reaches its minimum value, defined in Eq.

A = total conditioned floor area of building (12)

As = building surface area VA = overall building heat-loss coefficient times the
c = specific heat of air at constant pressure s surface area

, E = thermal energy use W = specific humidity

! h = enthalpy of air W; = specific humidity of air at the prespecified cold

: hv = heat of vaporization deck values T and c/I
I = indicator or dummy variable defined by Eq. (5) X = variable deno~ing either Tor h or W

m = su?l?ly air mass flo.w rate per unit fl?or area Xo,c = outdoor critical value at which Xm = Xc in con-
mmin = mlrnmum supply airflow rate per urnt area (for stant air volume systems

V A V systems) Xo c = outdoor critical value at which Xm = Xc in vari-

mo = outdoor air mass flow rate per unit area 'able air volume systems

mO,min = minimum stipulated outdoor airflow rate per c/I = relative humidity
unit area

qi = total internal sensible loads per unit area Subscripts

qsol = solar loads per unit floor area of building c = cooling, cold deck

, = air recycle fraction ext = exterior zone of building

T = air dry-bulb temperature e = economizer

T b = balance point temperature h = heating, hot deck

T~,s = critical outdoor temperature above which hot int = interior zone of building
water or steam to heating coils is shut off i = internal loads

T~.max = critical outdoor temperature at which hot deck m = mixed
temperature is set to its maximum value max = maximum

T o,e = critical outdoor temperature below which econ- min = minimum
omizer cycle is activated 0 = outdoor

T~,e = critical outdoor temperature at which mo of a s = supply
constant air volume system under economizer sen = sensible heat

operation equals mO,min Z = zone
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3.1 Without Economizer Cycle. Human comfort is dic- Ec=mA(hm-hc).
~ated both by dry-bulb tempe.ratu!e and humidity. However, However, for a coil heat exchanger it is better to treat sensible

m most cases HV AC operation IS controlled by zone t.her- and latent loads separately (this will become clear as we pro-

mostats. T~us the zone supply te~peratures are deter~med ceed). Using Eq. (2) to eliminate hm and rearranging yields the

,~ by the sensible loads only. Neglecting the small changes m the following compound function:
specific heat of air at the different state points of the system,

"'-" sensible heat balances (assumed positive in case of cooling loads Ec= mA[c( Tz- Tc) + hv( Wz- Wc)/] + mA (1- r)[c( T 0- Tz)
and vice versa) on the interior and exterior zones yield +hv( Wo- Wz)/] when To> To,c (40)

mAintc( Tz - Ts,int) = qiAint (10) = 0 otherwise (4b)

and
where

mAex!c( Tz- Ts,ex!) = UAs( T 0- Tz) + qsolA + qjAex! (1 b) (i) the indicator or dummy variable I (which is akin to the
. . . .. unit step function) is defined as

where qj IS the total Internal sensible load densIty that Includes ,
lights, equipment, and occupants. Notice also that we have 1=0 when W m < W c (S)

chosen to express solar loads on a per unit conditioned floor 1= 1 otherwise

area basis rather than per unit surface area ':ls, t~e l.atter being with W; being the specific humidity of air at the prespecified

perhaps mor: common because solar lo~ds m buildIngs can be cold deck values of T c and <Pc' Thus 1=0 when the cooling coil

combined with the envelope cond';1ctlon losses. themsel~es runs dry, i.e., when no latent heat is removed by the cooling
(ASHRAE, 1985). H.owever, convenIence could dlc~ate whl~h coil.
approach to adopt Since the effect of solar loads IS small m (ii) W is the actual specific humidity at state 2 and is given
many commercial buildings (Katipamula et al., 1994; Dhar et by c

al., 1994). . '
Even with Tz constant, other driving terms (like qi, To, and Wc= mm[W c, W m]

qsoU vary during the day and a proper treatment of building Let us briefly discuss how to estimate the outdoor air critical
loads would require a dynamic analysis. (If the expressions for specific humidity W 0 c at which the cooling coil runs dry. Most

HV AC energy use are to be used on a daily time scale, then buildings in hot and humid locations (as well as certain build-

neglecting the dynamic effects would be a fair assumption.) ings located in cold and dry locations) do not have humidi-

Dynamic effects can be treated in the above equations (as well fication equipment. In such cases the supply air humidity levels

as in all equations that follow) by replacing the steady-state are left to adjust themselves according to (i) the building latent
skin conduction loss by the equivalent CL TD expressions given loads, (ii) the humidity brought by the outdoor air and (iii)

in ASHRAE literature that account for unsteady-state con- the dehumidification provided by the cooling coil. That such

duction through the building mass (McQuiston and Spitler, a control mechanism is able to achieve desired human comfort

1992). Similarly, the solar and internal load terms can be re- under most climatic and operating conditions is largely due to
placed by their corresponding CLF expressions. The three terms the relative insensitivity of human comfort to indoor humidity
that constitute the building loads appear explicitly in the levels (relative humidity values between 30 percent to 60 percent

~ expressions for steady-state energy use of HV AC systems de- are admissible) provided the indoor dry-bulb temperature is
rived in this paper and, consequently, these terms can be con- carefully controlled (Stoecker and Jones, 1982). Also, the cool-
veniently modified should dynamic effects be included. ing coil is so designed that the specific humidity of air leaving
Assumption (i) has been made primarily because the purpose the cooling coil is close to the middle of the allowable indoor

of this paper is to discuss the HV AC system related energy specific humidity range. For example, a typical cooling coil

flows and not the building loads whose treatment is well doc- leaving air condition of I2'C and 90 percent RH has a specific

umented in the ASH RAE literature (McQuiston and Spitler, humidity value equal to that of a zone conditioned at 22' C

1992). and SO percent relative humidity.

At the recycle point, There are two ways of treating latent loads inside the build-

X (1- r) + X r= X (2) ing: (a) as a prespecified constant value irrespective of climatic

.. 0 Z m conditions, or (b) by the sensible heat factor method (Stoecker

where X IS either .T or ~ or h. .. and Jones, 1982) which ties the latent loads to the sensible

In order to avoid freezIng of the cooil~g c~ll and. to ensure internal loads. Neither method is strictly accurate for the entire
proper comfort, ~ preheater (as shown I~ Fig.. 1) IS used to range of climatic conditions under which buildings operate.
hea~ the outdoor air stream such that the mixed air temper.ature Thus Wo,c cannot be directly estimated from Eq. (3) because

T m IS equal to the cold deck temperatu~e Tc. (Alternatively, Wz floats depending on the latent loads of the building. Usually

some HV AC systems may preheat the air not to T c but only the internal latent load contribution in most commercial build-

to O'C.) Engineering ~o~sider~tions requir~ th~t the preheater ings is smaller than that of the ventilation load even under low

be placed before the mixIng pOInt, as shown m Fig. 1. However, outdoor intake fractions (outdoor air fractions about ten per-
the the~mal .analysis is equa~ly accurate, and moreoyer more cent of the total building air flow). Thus a simplified manner
conve~l.ent, If. the preheater IS ass.u.med to b.e.placed Just af.ter of determining Wo,c is to assume no latent loads inside the
the mixIng pOInt. The outd°o,r.cntlcal condition Xo,c at whIch zones, i.e., Wz= Ws= W;. Such an assumption does seem to

Xm=Xc (the cold deck cOndItiOn) can be deduced from Eq. be justified from analyses of monitored data from several

(2) commercial buildings in Texas (Katipamula et al., 1994; Dhar

Xo,c= (Xc-Xzr)/(l-r). (3) et al., 1994). In this case, from Eq. (3), we have

Over the normal ranges of T" and Tc variation, and for recycle Wo.c= W;. (6)

fractions of 0.8-0.9 (common in most buildings), the critical We notice that Ec in Eq. (4) is not influenced by the building

temperature is usually never reached since it is very low, in the loads but by the system parameter T C' This parameter, which

range of -IS' to -lOO'C. However, this may not be so when' is usually constant in the range of 11' to lS'C, is chosen such

\ /' r is low, as is the case in buildings like hospitals or laboratory that under the most adverse conditions of high To and W 0

buildings (the limiting case is when r=O, To.c= Tc). specific to that location, the cold air stream supplied at Tc

The cooling coil load is equal to the enthalpy difference should be able to adequately service the zone with the highest
between points 1 and 2 in Fig. 1. Thus cooling loads.
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We also draw the reader's attention to the fact that Eq. (4) 1

b =========== "as well as many of the corresponding equations that follow
'--' have been expressed in a functional form consisting of constant '5 t

terms followed by terms linear in the forcing functions, and 5
finally, if any, by terms involving cross-products of the forcing .g 0
functions. ~ Outdoor temp. .

Expressions for the heating load require explicit consider- '0 (0) Without economizer cycle
ation of the loads on the individual zones. Thus, c:

L ;2j~~~1=== 0 (i) when To~To.c Eh=Eh.int+Eh,ext=mAintc(Ts.int-Tc) ] 1 -~ 711

+mAextc(Tsext-Tc) --/ iL -

(ii) when To < T o.c the total load is the sum of both'the 0;. ~ ~

above load and the pre-heater load o.e c o.e
h. h . . b L A ( T T )] Outdoor temp. .

w IC IS given y m c c- m . (b) With temperature-controlled economizer cycleWe use Eq. (I) to eliminate Ts.int and Ts.ext' and subsequently Fig.2 Variation of ventilation airflow Intake fraction (1-1) with outdoorEh = mAc( Tl- Tc) - (qj+qsol)A - UAs( T 0- TJ temperature for CAV systems without and with economizer cyclewhen T o~ T o.c (70)
The heating energy use is not affected by the presence of an

=mAc(Tc-To)-mAcr(Tl-To)+R.H.S. ofEq. (70) economizer cycle in terminal reheat systems and Eq. (7) still

otherwise (7b) applies.where R.H.S. stands for the right-hand side. We have chosen
to present Eq. (7b) in the above manner because the individual 4 TRV A V Systems Without Economizer Cyclescontributions of the preheat coil and of the zone heaters are The HV AC system layout is identical to that of the TRCA V
clearly distin.guished. . .. system shown in Fig. 1, but the airflow rate m is no longer a

Note that m Eq. (70), the effects of Individual zones are no constant and T = T when zones call for cooling. Because a

longer seen. Thus treating the building as a single zone is strictly V A V system modula~es the flow according to the zone sensible

accurate if the totol heating energy use is to be determined. loads, flow rate to each zone can no longer be assumed to be

3.2 With Economizer Cycle. Economizer cycles are pr?portional to the fl?or area of the zone. We need to distin-

standard energy conservation features in most HV AC systems. gulsh between three airflow rates:

"'-"-' Their control strategies are well described in the literature, for (i) supply airflow rate to the building per unit area, m ( To),

example, Stoecker and Jones (1982) or Knebel (1983). The which, because of thermostatic control, is a function of build-

basic principle of such cycles is to use the cooling which ven- ing sensible loads, and hence of To;tilation air can provide to the building (i) when T 0< Tl (a (ii) a prespecified minimum supply airflow rate per unit
temperature differential dTe) for temperature-controlled econ- area to the zones mmin; and
omizers, or (ii) when ho < hl for enthalpy-controlled econo- (iii) a prespecified minimum fresh (or ventilation) airflow

mizers. Though the latter are more efficient, sensors to activate intake mo.min dictated by indoor air quality standards. Though

these controls are more expensive and prone to failure. Con- this may not be rigorously true, we shall assume that the fresh

sequently many buildings have temperature-controlled econ- air intake is constant at this value mo.min for all operatingomizer cycles, and we shall limit the scope of our analysis conditions.
accordingly. Further, it is also realistic to assume that mmin is a pre-

The temperature differential dT e is normally in the range of specified value which is constant during the year. Thus, as the

2"C to 6"C and is introduced so as to avoid adverse latent V A V system modulates the flow rate m, the recycle fraction

cooling loads on the coil when To is very close to Tv Let keeps changing because mo.min is assumed constant. It is thus

To.e=(Tl-dTe). Figure 2 shows how the ventilation airflow, better not to use the recycle fraction as one of the parameters
kept constant at the design minimum value mo.min when in the equations but to use the mass flow rates instead.

To> To.e, is suddenly increased to the total building airflow How m(To) varies with To is shown in Fig. 3. When To is

rate when To < T o.e. As To progressively decreases, outdoor air lower than a certain threshold value T~, m ( To) = mmin and is

intake mo is kept constant at the stipulated m until To = T c. independent of To. When To ~ T~, m is a linear function of To

When To < T c, no cooling is required but the outdoor flow rate which is determined from sensible heat balances of each zone.

is gradually ramped down so as not to adversely increase heat- Assuming Ts= Tc:

ing energy requirements. The ramp down is carried on until. . .mo = mo.min' the minimum required fresh air flow intake. The (I) flow rate through the mtenor zone mint
temperature T~.e at which this occurs is determined from a

[ ]heat balance at the recycle point = max m . qi
( 10), - mm'c(T-Tc)

T o.e= Tl- m( Tl- Tc)/mo.min - T O,c (see Eq. 3) (8) l

As noted before, this temperature is usually so low that it is and does.not.depend on cli~ati~ condit~ons. :We shall make a I

not reached in many of the climates that normal buildings further simplIfYIng assumption m the discussion that follows, I

operate in. The complete expression for the cooling energy use na~ely that mint = mmin. . !

V under economizer operation is (II) flow rate through the extenor zone

Ec=R.H.S. ofEq. (40) when To~To.e (90)
[ q;Aext+qSOIA+UAs(To-Tl)]mext = max mmin,. (II)

=mA[c(To'- Tc) + h,,( W 0- Wc)/] Aextc( Tl- Tc)when Tc< T 0< T o.e (9b) The temperature T~ where the flow rate change point occurs
= 0 when T oS T c. (9c) for the exterior zone is deduced from a sensible heat balance
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Fig.3 Typical variation of building supply airflow rate m and ventilation 1

airflow intake mo.m;n with To for a VAV system
5 T T 5

z z
6

T~ = Tz+ mminAextC( Tz- Tc) - qjAext - qsolA. (12)

VAs Fig.4 Schematic of a dual.duct HVAC system for a two.zone building

The balance point temperature (Knebel, 1983) is the outdoor

temperature at which neither heating nor cooling is required much less important than those in constant air volume (CA V)
by the zone or building. The balance point temperature of the systems because of the narrow range of outdoor temperatures

exterior zone is where a benefit in reduced cooling energy use exists, namely

between T~ and T o.e' Consequently, this case will not be ad-
T = T - q;Aext + qsolA. (13) dressed here, Finally, the heating energy use is unaffected by

b.ext z VAs economizer operation.

Thus, since Tc<Tz' we note that T~>Tb.ext' For other than
very well-insulated buildings, generally, Tc< Tb.ext< T~< Tz. 5 DDCAV Systems

When ~o> Tb.ext, both zo:nes call for cooling. W~en 5.1 Without Economizer Cycles. Assumptions made in
T b.ext > To, I.e., whe.n the exte!lor zone does not ~eed. cooling, Section 2 are also applicable to this system. The schematic of

the HV AC system IS so configured that the e~tue.au stream a DDCA V system is shown in Fig. 4. The airflow at point I

has never~hele.ss got to be ~ooled down to T c Just m order:o divides itself into two streams, one passing through the cooling

meet the ~ntenor zone cool~ng load. .Hence the balance I;'°mt coil and the other through the heating coil. These flow rates,

does not mflue~ce the cooling load m TRV A V systems If no mc and mh, respectively, can be further broken up into two
cold deck reset IS used. Thus sub flows each; (i) mc.ext (and mh.exJ, the amount of cold air

Ec=m(To)A(hz-hc) +mo.minA(ho-hz) (and hot air) flow which passes through the exterior zone, and

'"'-" [ ] (ii) mc.int (and mh.inJ, the amount of cold air (and hot air)

= I +hv( Wz- Wc)/ [A(q.+q I) + VA (T - T)] flowing through the interior zone.
c( Tz - T c) , so s 0 z As in terminal reheat systems, if T m < T c' a preheater (as

shown in Fig. 4) heats up the outdoor air such that T m = T c.

+ mo.minA[C( T 0- Tz) + hv( W 0- W,)/] The controls of most dual-duct systems in warmer locations

when T ~ T' (140) in the U.S. are set such that the cold deck temperature Tc is

0 0 essentially constant over the entire range of climatic conditions,

with the indicator variable / defined by Eq. (5). Also, while the hot deck temperature This normally operated with

E = R.H.S. of Eq. (40) with m replaced by m . an outdoor dry-bulb temperature reset schedule (Knebel, 1983;
c , mm, Katipamula and Claridge, 1993). This is illustrated in Fig. 5

when T o.c< To < To (14b) which is a sketch of year-long monitored data for a typical
=0 h T' > T (14c) institutional building in central Texas. Hot water or steam

w en o.c - 0 supply to the heating coil is shut off when To >~,s where

with the outdoor critical temperature T~.c at which T m = Tc ~,s is chosen to be within a few degrees of T,. Also, This
deduced from linearly ramped up as To decreases until the latter reaches a

T' =

( m . 1m .
) T + ( 1- m . 1m . ) T . (15) threshold value (about - 4 °C), after which This kept constant

o.c mm o.mm c mm o.mm , .,

I f b 46 °

C) Th . f at Its maximum va ue (0 a out . e region rom lo.max

The expression for the heating load is analogous to Eq. (7) to ~.s is called the throttling range of the hot deck reset

but with no air reheat required to the inner zone because of schedule.

our previous assumption of mmin = mint. For the outer zone, Recalling that zone thermostats control supply temperatures

T~ > T b.ext as discussed earlier. Thus heating will be required in the zones based on sensible loads only, and neglecting the

to the outer zone when To < T~ and not when To < T b.ext. Thus, small changes in specific heat of air at the various state points,

when T~.c< T 0< T~, Eh = mminAextC( Ts.ext - Tc). heat balances on the exterior and interior zones lead to (Knebel,

Finally, the complete compound function is 1983)

Eh=O when To~T; (160) _mext(Th-Ts.ext)

d _mint(Th-Ts.int) ( 17

)- mc.ext- T-T an mc.int- T-T
-mminAextc(T,- Tc) -qjAext-qsoIA - VAs(To- Tz) h c h c

when T'o C< T < T' (16b) where mext and mint are the total airflows through the exterior
, 0 0 and interior zones, respectively.

=mminAc(Tz- Tc) +mo.minAC( T,- To) + R.H.S. Total cooling load

V of Eq. (16b) when T;c~ To (16c) mA.

( ~

h - T.
). E =E. +E = In!... s.mt. (h -h)

In .:ase an economizer is present, Eq. (14) for the cooling c C.ln! c.ext (T h - T c) m c

! I:nergy can be modified in a manner similar to that described

I~Secti<:>n 3.2. How7ver, t~e ener.gy conservation benefits ~f +~Aext(Th-Ts.ext) (hm-hc). (18)

I:lonomlzer cycles with van able au volume (V A V) systems IS (T h - Tr)
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oU Section 3.1, a simplifying approach is to assume Eq. (6) to !

+ hold. i

I The load on the heating coil (with To"" the critical temper-

I1 ). ature, defined by Eq. (3» becomes

Co 0
~ (i)whenTo2:To,5 Eh=O. (250)

:: (ii) when T 0.,,< T 0< T~,s

v

dJ

-u
E mAc(Ts-T")

(T T- h= h- m)

~ Th- T"

-4° (Th-Tm)

0 0 =[mAc(T.-Tr)-qiA-qsoIA-UAs(To-T.)].

T

0 T o (Th- T,,)
,mox ,S

Outdoor temp . °c (25b)

Fig,S Hot deck reset schedule with outdoor temperature for an insti. (iii) when To 2: To"" the preheater effectively heats up the entire
tutiona! building in central Texas air stream to T r. Thus, from the above equation, the total

heating energy use is

. Eh=mAc(T,,-Tm)+mAc(Ts-T,,)=mAc(Ts-Tm). (25c)

From sensible heat balances on each zone, F ' II I .. .
T d T

f E 2ma y, elmmatmg m an IS rom q. (5), we get the

T -

T _!1i- d T - T following compound function:

1 s,mt - . an 1 s,exl- . 0

mc Eh = 0 when To 2: To,s (260)

A q '+ q I A+UA ( T -T
)- exl_1 somAexlcs 0 .. (19) Eh=[mAc(T.-Tr)-qiA-qsoiA-UAs(To-T.)]

Using Eq. (19) to eliminate Tsint and TseXI from Eq. (18) we x[(Th-T.)+(l-r)(To-T.)] when T <T <To
( 26b )have " c(Th- T,,) 0," 0 0,5

E,,= [mAc(Th:- T.) +qiA +qso\A = - (qj+qsol)A - [UAs-mAc(l- r)] (To- T.)

+UAs(To-T.)] (hm-h,,). (20) when TosTo", (26c)

c(Th- T,,) 5.2 With Economizer Cycles. The discussion in Section

Again, we note that the total cooling energy use may be 3.2 relating to how economizer cycles affect heating and cool-

\..-/ accurately estimated by simply assuming the building to be a ing energy use in TRCA V systems also applies to DDCA V

single-zone building. From a heat balance at the mixed air systems. When T,,< T 0< T o,e, hm = ho in Eq. (20). Thus, the

point, (hm - h,,) can be re-expressed as function for E" gets modified as follows:

(hm-h,,)= (ho-h.)(I-r)+ (h.-h,,). (21) E,,=R.H.S. ofEq. (220) when To 2: To.e (270)

Finally, adopting the same concept of outdoor critical con- = [mAc(Th- T.) + (qi+qso\)A + UAs(To- T)]
dition described by Eq. (3) and introducing the indicator vari- .

able/defined by Eq. (5), the following expression is obtained: [ C(To- T,,) +hv( Wo- W,,)/ ] when T < T < T ( 27b )c( T - T ) " 0 o,e
E,,=[mAc(Th-T.)+qiA+qsoIA+UAs(To-T.)] h "

[c( T.- T,,) + hv( W.- W,,)/] + (1- r)[c( To- T.) + hv( Wo- W.)/]

x c(Th-T,,) when To> To", (220)

=0 otherwise (22b) =0 when TosT". (27c)

As in the case of TRCA V systems (Section 3.1), humidity Unlike in TRCAV systems, the heating energy use in DDCAV
effects need to be properly considered. One difference between systems gets affected by economizer cycle operation in the

both HV AC system types is that now Ws is always greater than range T 0",< T 0< T o,e because the change in outdoor air intake

or equal to W" because no dehumidification is provided by the affects T m which in turn affects Eh (see Eq. (25b». The expres-

heating coil. An overall mass balance at the mixing boxes yields sion for Eh in this range of outdoor variation is identical to

the following expression for the mean supply air specific hu- Eq. (25b) provided T m is replaced by To. Since Eh under econ-

midity: omizer control may be higher than without an economizer, the

W (T - T ) W (T - T ) prope~ se~ection of the threshold temperature T o,e requires an

Ws= " h s + m s" (23) optimization of the sum of E" and Eh.

(Th-T,,)

with the mean supply air temperature Ts determined from a 6 DDV A V Systems Without Economizer Cycles
building sensible heat balance as " We can adopt the same approach as used in Section 4. Recall

V (Aint Ts,int + Aext Ts,exl) that the suppl~ flow rate to each zone can no longer be assumed

Ts= A . (24) to be proportional to the floor area of each zone. Assuming

mint = mmin results in Ts,int = To. Equations (10)-(13) also apply
Finally, W z can be determined from knowledge of W s and to this system. However, unlike in TR V A V, the entire air I

the latent loads of the conditioned space. Clearly, it is very stream need not be cooled down to T" since two separate ducts :

tedious to express W. in closed form, and as discussed in are available to carry the supply airflow. From Eqs. (11) and !

!
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Table 1 Table showing which parameters are affected by system
type. Outdoor dry.bulb temperature and humidity conditions at which
functional discontinuities are likely to occur are also indicated.

""-' HVAC Economizer Constant Variable Points of Possible

~stem ~ Cycle Parameters Parameters Functional Discontinuity
All types - \,1&, Iz, !c, W:-r.- - -

TRCAV No m. r - TO-", Wo.c, W'c

TRCAV Yes m. momin r kW-"-,,,-"!:...e-, kW-"--

TRVAV No mmin. mom" m, r T'oc. W' T' W~

DDCAV No m. r Th "!:;or... Woo. Toos. T'om... W'c

DDCAV Yes m.momin r,Th T W-"-,,,-"!:...e-,T:o-a-, T"-D.max,W'
DDVAV No mmln. mom,n m, r, Th T' . W'o . T' W~

+ Note T c is assumed constant while an outdoor reset schedule in This assumed.

(12), we note that mext>mmin when To>T~. Consequently, in Table2 Realisticrangeofvariationofsystemparametersalongwith

this range Ts.ext= Tc and from Eq. (17), mc.ext=mext. Thus, no a set of typical values

air should flow through the hot deck if the HV AC controls Parameters Units Ra~e of Variation "~cal" Values
are working properly. Hence, when To > T~ qi I A WI m- 10 - 40 20

mcl A W/m-oC 3 -8 50

Ec=m(To)(hm-hc). (28) ~A W/m-oC 0.5-3 1.0

. ... r - 0-0.95 0.85

Finally, the complete expression for the cooling load IS m_/m - 0.3-0.7 04

Ec= [(qj+ qsol)A + UAs( To- T%)] + mo.minA[C( To- T%) ~:~~m = ~:~ =~:: ~:~~

+h(W-W)/] when T2:T' (290) ~ °C 5-15 12

v 0 % 0 0 Th OC 25 - 50 reset schedule

= [ R H S of E q (220)] with m = m '!:z.. OC 21 -- 24 22
. . .. mID T.:I.- .C -1IL - 8~to Tz- 20

when T' < T < T' ( 29b ) ~ oc -1IL-8~toTz- 18
O.C 0 0 !.,o-'C from ~(3) -447

_
0 h T ' >

T (29 ) T:=- 'C fromeq(15) -47
- W en o,C- 0 C T~ 'C from eq(12) with qloi = 0 22.0

with T~.c deduced from Eq. (15). Tb." 'C fromeq.(13)withqsoi=0 140

The expression for heating load is akin to Eq. (26) but no + Note Fordual-duGtsystemsonly

heating need be provided until To drops to T~. Also, because
of two ducts and because Ts,int is assumed to be equal to Tc, . . .

only the supply airflow to the exterior zone need be heated Figure 6 Illustrates how Ec and Eh for a DDCA V without
'-'" when To < T~. Consequently, economizer vary with To for three different humidity levels,

, namely <1>0 of 10 percent, 50 percent, and 90 percent corre-

Eh = 0 when To 2: To (300) sponding to a building specified by the typical values listed in

= R.H.S. of Eq. (26b) with mA = mminAext Table 2. Note the fan-like curves of Ec due to the increasing
, , ventilation latent load contribution as well as the fact that the

when T o,c< T 0< To (30b) change points are a function 01<1>0 itself. Hence the 4.P change
- R H S f E (26) .th A - .nA point model proposed by Ruch and Claridge (1992) is but a- . . . 0 q. C WI m - mml ext first-order attempt to capture such nonlinear behavior. Note

when ToST~,c (30c) also the sharp drop in Eh at To=~,S which is essentially a
jump discontinuity due to steam shutoff to the heating coil.

The functional forms of HV AC energy use derived in this
7 Applications paper can be used for a variety of purposes in already existing

D'ff b 'ld' d t t ff t d b buildings when monitored data are available. They can provideI er~nt UI mg an sy.s em parame ers are a. ec e . y the necessary framework for (i) detecting HV AC system mal-
changes m the system operating mode. Table 1 specifies which

f . d . t .

(EIA 1993) ( '. ) def ' , '. unctions an Improper opera Ion , ,II Imng

par.ameters remaIn ~onstant for different HV AC systems ~nd the basic macro-models appropriate for short-term testing in

which ones are tYPically affect7d ov~r an ann~al oper~tlng commercial buildings, akin to the PST AR method (Subbarao,

c~cle. ~he ,~V ~C system operating pOints at -:vhl~h functional 1988) applicable to residential buildings, (iii) developing func-

diScontinUities In Ec a~d Eh ~ppea~ ar.e.al~o indicated. There tionally correct baseline regression models for retrofit saving

I ~re tw~ types ?f fun.ctl~~al dlscont,lnultle,s. step ~hanges (also calculations, and (iv) performing sensitivity analyses for energy

! I:.alled J.ump dlscontmultl~s) and plece-wls; continuous func- conservation related studies. A brief discussion of two advan-

Ilons',lInear a.nd/or.nonllnear. Only at T O,S' the te~peratu:e tages of closed-form expressions is given below.
: al which heatIng coils are shut off, does one see a Jump dls-

I continuity in Eh in several buildings (Kissock et al., 1992). All (a) Sounder Regression Modeling. Closed-form expres-

other points exhibit piece-wise continuous behavior, with one sions for Ec and Eh derived in this paper provide a rational

or more points being pronounced depending on system and basis for fitting empirical regression models to monitored data.

building parameters specific to the particular building. Gen- For example, from Eq. (4), we note that cooling energy use

crally, the major piece-wise discontinuities seem to occur when in TRCA V systems without economizers is linear with outdoor

i II.,,; W;, and, for V A V systems, additionally, when To = T ~ enthalpy with a functional discontinuity expected when
--- ' (Katipamula et al., 1994). Wm= W;. The corresponding expression for TRVAV systems

Table 2 assembles the realistic range of variation of syst'em (Eq. (140» is linear in (i) the sum of internal and solar loads,

\-{ parameters encountered in practice. A "typical" set of pa- (ii) outdoor temperature, and (iii) outdoor air enthalpy. For

,ameters is also specified. We note from Table 2 that DDCA V systems, the functional relationships are more com.

r '" = - 44.7°C for CA V systems while T~,c = - 4.7.C for VA V plex. For example, if This constant (i.e., if no outdoor reset

'Y.,lems. Hence the impact of this operating change point is schedule is assumed), an inspection of Table 1 and Eq. (220)
11kcly 10 be more important for the latter than the former type indicates that the following terms be used in the empirical I

'I 'Y'Slems. model when To> T o.c: I
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0.1 8 ,

Cooling energy 6 I
00.09
~ Outdoor RH & 4 Cooling energy use ,

'" / 0 0.08 i

"'-'" 0' ,C2

c U

.- "
"00.07 i' 0
:: ~

~ i - 0 -5 0 5 -35

.Q 0.06 ~ -2 ---

§ 0.0 Do -4 ---"." ","---'---" HeaUng energy use

.. -6

~

0. 0.0

~ Outdoor temp ICI

~ 0.03 Fig. 7 Percentage change in Ec and Eh with To for a DDCAV system

>- when UAs is decreased by ten percent. The curve for Ec is generated

~ 0.02 from Eq. (33) with numerical values of the various parameters specified

~ in Table 2 and T h assumed constant at 40oC.

w 0.01

0 -5 10 20 30 35 decreases by ten percent, is easily determined from Eq. (20).

Outdoor temp." Thus

Fig.6 Simulated variation of cooling and heating energy use in kWlm2 § -
( T - T ) .~ofaDDCAVsystemwithouteconomizercyclewith Toandciloforasystem E - 0 z UA

with conditions specified in Table 2. Solar loads are neglected. C S

. VAs . (33)
mAc(Th- Tz) + (qi+ qsol)A + UAs(T 0- Tz)

Ec=Ec[(qi+qsol), (ToO- Tz), (q;+qsol)I,

(T - T)I (W - W)I Similarly, from Eq. (2Sb), the corresponding expression for
0 z' 0 z' heating energy use can be deduced. Figure 7, showing the

x (qi+ qsol) * (T 0- Tz), (q;+ qso.) * (W 0- Wz)I, fractional change in Ec and Eh with To, has been generated

* 2 assuming the numerical values given in Table 2 and with the

(W 0- Wz)I (T 0- Tz), (T 0- Tz) ]. assumption of a constant T h of 40°C. We note that a decrease

We recommend that during model identification of moni- of ten percent in VAs results in an increase in Ec of 6.8 x 10- 3,

tored energy use data, the analyst use a backward stepwise i.e., 0.68 percent at To= lS'C, while the heating energy de-

\.-01 regression approach starting with all the terms as they appear creases by about two percent in order to estimate the change

in the corresponding functional relationships with due atten- in Ec on an annual basis, the savings have to be weighted by

tion being given to data around the likely points of functional the corresponding annual frequency distribution of hourly To

discontinuity. Those terms which are statistically insignificant values specific to that location, i.e., perform an hourly bin
will be dropped from the final regression model. The advantage calculation (Knebel, 1983). Thus, unlike in residences, it is
in this approach over the "blind" linear regression approach often difficult to intuitively surmise the impact of a change in
is that the analyst would have considered (i) all the parameters a physical parameter on energy use in commercial buildings.
affecting energy use along with their correct interactions (i.e.,
cross-product and quadratic terms), and (ii) the functional
discontinuities at the appropriate change points. A paper (Ka- 8 Summary
tipamula et al., 1994) presents the results of a study wherein Functional relationships between air-side cooling and heat-

the functi?nal forms.of the dual-duct C?A V and V A V ~ystems ing thermal energy use and climatic variables, building char-

were applIed to monitored hourly coolIng data from SIX large acteristics and system parameters for terminal reheat and dual-

commercial buildings in central Texas. duct CA V and V A V systems have been derived from basic

(b) ~ensitivity Analysis. Another advantage in having engin~ering principles. These. relation~hi~s are a pre-requisite
closed-form expressions is the ease with which sensitivity anal- to ratIonal en~rgy conse~vatlo~ on al!-slde ~V AC systems.

yses can be performed. From a first-order Taylor series ex- They can prov.lde the basIs agaInst whIch monitored data ~an

pansion, the incremental change in a function Y= Y(x., X2, be c.ompared m or~er to detect HVAC ~yst.em malfunct.lon

. ., x) due to small changes in the independent variable can ~nd Imp!oper operatl.on. Further, they c.an Indicate. t?e physIcal
b ,n . t d b Interaction terms which should appear m the empmcal regres-

e approxlma e y .

f . . d f . . .

d . f .

slon models necessary or alr-SI e retro It savIngs I entl Ica- .

_!!.!. !!.!. I tion. Finall.y, they c~n also provide a conv~nient and tractable

I.1 Y - ox .1x. +. . . + ox .1xn. (3) macroscopiC modelIng approach appropnate for short-term

I n testing and subsequent energy conservation retrofit identifi-

The expression for the fractional change (.1 Y IY) due to frac- cation and evaluation. Some of these specific issues have been
tional changes in say, x., is thus discussed at more length in allied reports and papers (EIA,

.1Y oY.1x 1993; Reddy et al., 1994; Katipamula et al., 1994), while other

-=-.-!.~. (32) issues are currently under investigation. The general approach

Y OXI XI Y adopted in this paper can be extended to other HV AC system

-- Higher order terms need to be considered when the ""Changes types and .to the ~umerous control and operation variants to
in the independent variables are no longer small. Partial de- be found m practice.

\-.-! rivatives are easily deduced when closed-form expressions are

available. These derivatives are important for parameter iden- A kid t

tification (Beck and Arnold, 1977) as well as for sensitivity C now e gmen s

studies. For example, the fractional change in Ec of a DDCA V We acknowledge useful comments by Les Norford. This

system when, say, the building shell is tightened such that VAs research was funded by the Texas State Energy Conservation

~
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